Mobile Audiometric Testing
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

he EI Group, Inc. (EI) has earned a reputation
for professionalism nationwide through quality
mobile audiometric testing services. Our
fleet of mobile audiometric testing vehicles
employ state of the art technology in a clean, comfortable
setting designed to help you comply with OSHA’s
Hearing Conservation Standard (29 CFR 1910.95).

T

EI technicians who have successfully completed a
CAOHC-approved hearing conservation course and
are under the supervision of a licensed, Certified
Audiologist conduct all on-site audiometric testing on
EI’s mobile audiometric testing units. All testing and
calibration procedures, as well as recordkeeping, are in
compliance with applicable OSHA and other regulatory
requirements. Upon completion of the testing, data
is returned along with interpretation of test results.
Employees are tested in groups, with each group session
lasting approximately 15-20 minutes.

Our mobile audiometric testing services offer:
» Large, clean, comfortable testing areas
» All tests conducted with Monitor MI-5000
microprocessor audiometers in I.A.C. test booths
» OSHA-required calibration checks conducted daily
» Experienced, CAOHC-certified technicians
» All test results reviewed by an experienced,
Certified Audiologist
» Easy-to-understand employee and management
reports returned promptly to you
» Excellent attenuation of ambient noise during testing
» Flexible scheduling to meet your needs
» Test results available online through our
data management system, AudioAssessor©

800.717.3472
www.ei1.com

Environmental, Health and Safety Solutions.™

MOBILE
Audiometric Services
EI’s hearing conservation staff consists of Certified Audiologists, Certified
Occupational Health Nurses, CAOHC Certified Occupational Hearing
Conservationists and Information Technology support staff.
Our long list of satisfied clients is a continued testament to the quality of
the EI’s service and references are available readily upon request.

Testing Capabilities
EI is capable of testing employees in groups of six (6), in 15-20
minute shifts to maximize efficiency for multi-shift scheduling
needs or requirements.
Hearing Conservation Education
If requested, EI provides employee hearing conservation training
in accordance with OSHA guidelines and recommendations from
the National Hearing Conservation Association. EI provides this
training in form of a video (in both English and Spanish) shown
on our mobile unit prior to administration of the audiometric test.
Recordkeeping
EI’s data management program, AudioAssessor© is second
to none in maintaining and providing analysis for employee
audiograms. Test data and reporting capabilities are available to
designated client personnel wherever an internet connection is
available at www.AudioAssessor.com.

“I've enjoyed working with your technician
on both occasions he has been to our plant.
I'm enjoying the professionalism your
company provides my safety program.”
- EHS Manager, Lumber Mill
“The EI Team did an outstanding job.
Thank you! We look forward to doing
business with you next year.”
- Safety Manager, Aerospace Industry
“In the past 22.5 years I have worked here,
this was the best explained hearing
test I have ever been involved in.
The attendant was professional and
explained in depth information at a level
our entire staff could understand.”
- Shift Leader, Paper Industry
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